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ASX Release
XPED RECEIVES OFFICAL NOTICE OF ADRC PATENT GRANT RIGHT IN CHINA
Highlights


Xped received an official “notice of patent grant right” for the flagship ADRC patent from the
China Patent Office on March 29th 2016.



The ADRC patent protects Xped’s ground breaking ADRC technology.



ADRC provides a unique method for “on boarding” and interacting with devices by simply
tapping an NFC enabled phone to the device.



Via the simple “tap gesture”, a secure connection is established between the phone and the
device and information contained within the device, specified using the RML language
invented by Xped, is sent to the phone and used by a device browser app allowing the user
to immediately interact with and control the device.



China is arguably the largest early adopter of Internet Of Things (IoT) technologies and ADRC
has been designed to be the “go to” platform for the IoT.

Xped Limited(ASX: XPE) (“Xped” or “the Company”) wishes to announce that Xped Holdings Limited
has received an official “notice of patent grant right” for the flagship ADRC patent from the China
Patent Office on March 29th 2016.
Subject to the patent filing fee being paid on or before the 13th of June 2016, the patent will be granted
and an official patent deed will be received approximately three months later.
Xped Chairman and CEO Chris Wood stated, “The granting of this core patent in China means that we
can confidently engage with Chinese silicon vendors and device manufactures knowing that our ADRC
technology is protected and can be defended.”
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About Xped
Xped has developed revolutionary and patent protected technology that allows any consumer,
regardless of their technical capability, to connect, monitor and control devices and appliances found
in our everyday environment. It’s as simple as two people shaking hands. By enabling the Internet of
Things, Xped’s ADRC platform will bring benefit to Manufacturers, Retailers, Service Providers and
Consumers.
At Xped, we’re Making Technology Human Again.
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